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THE TETRAD FRAME CONSTRAINT ALGEBRA
M.A. CLAYTON
Abstract. It is shown via the principle of path independence that the (time gauge) constraint
algebra derived in [3] for vielbein General Relativity is a generic feature of any covariant
theory formulated in a vielbein frame. In the process of doing so, the relationship between
the coordinate and orthonormal frame algebera is made explicit.
Introduction
It is by now well-known that the canonical constraint algebra for any covariantly constructed
field theory is of a fixed form regardless of the theory in question [21]. This algebra reflects the
embeddability of a spatial surface into the spacetime manifold, that is, whether the theory is
consistent with the foliation of spacetime into arbitrary spacelike hypersurfaces; an assumption
that has been used in a derivation of Geometrodynamics [10]. These results were derived using
coordinate frames on the spatial hypersurface, and the original translation of the algebra to
an orthonormal frame in tetrad gravity [20] was not complete. The correct algebra [7, 3] was
derived within a specific model and therefore not obviously a generic feature of tetrad theories.
Here it will be shown that the (time gauge) constraint algebra given in [3] may be derived
using similar arguments to those in [21], and is therefore generic. Since the result must hold on
the entire phase space (not just on the constraint surface), it is important for any quantisation
that considers states that do not satisfy the constraints [8].
To prove this result we will proceed in three stages, each with an associated section. First
the standard geometry of embeddings is reviewed and extended to the case where one is
considering an arbitrary (nondegenerate) linear frame on the spatial hypersurface. We also
give the description of the hypersurface geometry that we will be using throughout. Next
we review and generalise the principle of path independence that relates the diffeomorphism
constraint algebra to the geometry of the hypersurface. The bulk of the paper is devoted to
the third section, in which we consider the generators of hypersurface deformation as a means
of determining the structure functions that appear in the constraint algebra. In doing so,
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we consider two situations explicitly: the first where the frame is chosen to be independent
of the embedding, yeilding results that may be easily related to the original coordinate frame
approach (which is a special case), and the second where the form of the metric is left unaltered
by the action of the deformation generators, from which a limit to an orthonormal frame is
straightforward.
1. the Embeddings and Hypersurface Geometry
The basic object throughout this work will be the embedding e ∈ Embg(Σ,M) : Σ → M,
which maps an n-dimensional, Riemannian manifold Σ into an n + 1-dimensional, pseudo–
Riemannian (Lorentzian) manifold M. In coordinate charts represented by the coordinates xi
on Σ and xµ on M (lowercase Greek and Roman indices will represent spacetime and spatial
coordinate indices throughout), the embedding takes the form e : xi → eα(xi). Although we
will not discuss the geometry of hyperspace explicitly herein, much of the formalism is directly
adapted from Kucharˇ [15, 16] with slight changes in notation.
We introduce an arbitrary linear frame (and dual coframe) on Σ related through the vielbein
Ea
i to a coordinate frame and coframe as [19] Eax := Ea
i(x)∂xi and θ
a(x) := dxiEi
a(x)
respectively, where the vielbeins satisfy the frame duality conditions Eb
iEi
a = δab and Ej
aEa
i =
δij , and ∂xi indicates the partial derivative with respect to x
i on Σ. (Note that by construction
we are singling-out a normal frame vector, and so the results derived will correspond to the
time gauge of [3].) We will use a, b, c . . . ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . n} to indicate the components of a tensor
in this surface frame (all results herein will apply to hypersurfaces of arbitrary dimension n),
and A,B,C . . . ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, . . . n} for a frame above M. This linear frame and its dual are
used as a basis in the tangent bundle TΣ and tensor bundles associated to it. This is by now
a standard procedure [13, 4] which has been applied to general relativity [14, 6].
The transformations that (locally) make a change of frame—or frame rotation—on Σ are
elements of GL(n,R), acting on the frame and coframe (and similarly on the components
of tensors) as: ea → |M−1|baeb and θa → Mab θb, where M ∈ GL(n,R). Considering the
infinitesimal form of these transformations Mab → δab + Ωab , one finds the the Lie algebra
gl(n,R) is generated by an operator ∆abx, defined to act on vectors and covectors as (extendible
to arbitrary tensors in the usual manner)
∆abx[Vc(y)] = −δacVb(y)δ(y, x), ∆abx[V c(y)] = δcbV a(y)δ(y, x), (1)
and thus Ωab (x)∆
b
ax is the infinitesimal form of the frame rotation considered above. The Lie
algebra of these frame rotation generators is straightforward to compute, yielding the standard
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result
[∆abx,∆
c
dy] = δ
c
b∆
a
dxδ(x, y) − δad∆cbyδ(y, x). (2)
Note that throughout we will be considering the full set of gl(n,R) generators; reducing the
frame bundle to SO(n) and considering therefore the generators of n-dimensional rotations is
equivalent to considering only the antisymmetric generators.
Since the embedding clearly maps curves in Σ to those in M, it induces the pullback map
e∗ : Te(x)M→ TxΣ which has the local form
e
α
a (x) = Eax[e
α(x)] = Ea
i(x)∂xi [e
α(x)], (3)
where the presence of the vielbein is required in order to map the components of vectors in
Te(x)M to vectors in TΣ that are expanded in the chosen linear frame. The set of vectors
ea := e
α
a∂xα defines an n-dimensional subspace of TM, the remaining dimension spanned by
the normal vector [11], defined to be a unit vector in Te(x)M that is orthogonal to ea:
g(n, ea) = nαe
α
a = 0, g(n, n) = n
α
nα = 1. (4)
These conditions combined with the fact that the spacetime metric gαβ has been chosen to have
(+,−,−,−, . . . ) signature, reflect the fact that Σ is a spacelike embedded surface. The chosen
normal vector combined with the pullback map (viewed as n vector fields onM) {eA} := {n, ea}
define a frame on which all spacetime tensors may be decomposed, separating them into into
normal and tangential components to Σ respectively. For example, a vector field is decomposed
as V α = Vnn
α + eαaV
a, where Vn := V
α
nα is the scalar component perpindicular to Σ and
V a := V αeaα are the vector components that are tangential to Σ. The (negative-definite)
metric over Σ is defined as the pullback of the spacetime metric gab := [e∗g]ab = gαβe
α
a e
β
b . The
spacetime metric takes on the projected form gαβ = nαnβ + gabe
a
αe
b
β , or in terms of the dual
basis {n, θa} (where θa[eb] = δab ) is g = n ⊗ n + gabθa ⊗ θb. Throughout Greek and Roman
indices are ‘raised’ and ‘lowered’ using gαβ and gab respectively. This projection is extendible
to higher-order tensors in a straightforward manner [15].
The foliation of M by non-overlapping spacelike hypersurfaces is accomplished by introduc-
ing a family of embeddings e(t) that cover M indexed by a coordinate t, effectively realizing
the diffeomorphism e(t, x) : R × Σ → M. The resulting family of pullback maps then give
e∗(t, x) : Te(t,x)M → TtR × TxΣ, where a tangent to R is related to the lapse function N and
shift vector Na by
N := nα∂t[e
α], Na := eaα∂t[e
α]. (5)
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This decomposition makes clear that the lapse function and shift vector represent the normal
and tangential (to Σ) respectively of the time vector ∂t. It is also clear that the local ‘flow
of time’ (or choice of family of embeddings) near a hypersurface is parameterised by a choice
of N and Na. A sans-serif font will be used in order to indicate nontrivial dependence on the
embedding (i.e., not just via the surface projection); notable exceptions to this will be the
extrinsic curvature kab and in trinsic connection coefficients Γ
a
bc.
The coordinate frame inverse of the pull-back map: ∂t
∂xα
= nα
N
and ∂y
i
∂xα
= eiα − N
i
nα
N
, may
be used to make the mapping between {∂t, Ea} and the spacetime, surface-compatible frame
{n, ea}:
n = ∂n := n
α∂α = N
−1(∂t − NaEa), eαa∂α = Ea = Eai∂i, (6)
may be derived. This allows us to do a projection of the spacetime geometry onto Σ [11] and
in general do away with the spacetime coordinates xα altogether, so that, for example, the
argument of F (x) indicates dependence on on a point in the spatial hypersurface.
In the frame {n, ea} we may compute the Levi-Civita connection coefficients from the metric
compatibility conditions and the condition of vanishing torsion, to find: Γnnn = Γ
n
an = 0,
Γnna := aa = −gabΓbnn, Γnab = Γnba := kab = −gacΓcbn, and Γabn = Γanb + Cbna. In these, we
have used (6) to derive the nonvanishing structure constants of the pulled-back basis vectors:
[ea, eb] = Cab
c
ec and [n, ea] = aan + Cna
b
eb, where Cab
c = Ei
c(Ea[Eb
i] − Eb[Eai]) are the
structure constants for the basis defined on Σ, and
aa := Cna
n = −Γνµβnµnβeνa = nµ∂n[eµa ]− nµEa[nµ] = Ea[lnN], (7a)
Cna
b = ebµ∂n[e
µ
a ]− ebµEa[nµ] = N−1
(
Ea[N
b] + NcCac
b + ∂t[Ea
i]Ei
b
)
. (7b)
All of these quantities have been written in terms of the hypersurface geometry and the local
parameterisation of the family of embeddings via N and Na.
In (7), we have introduced the coordinate components of the Levi-Civita connection on M,
which may be related to that on Σ by
Γabc = e
a
µEb[e
µ
c ] + e
µ
b e
ν
c e
a
αΓ
α
µν , (8)
which satisfies the intrinsic metric-compatibility conditions Σ∇c[g]ab := Ec[gbc] − Γdcagdb −
Γdcbgad = 0. The presence of the spacetime metric implies that such a connection is uniquely
defined, and so may be introduced regardless of whether or not it plays a fundamental role in
the theory in question. Other projections of the spacetime compatibility conditions result in
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n
µ∂α[nµ] = nµn
νΓµαν , and define the extrinsic curvature kab of Σ
∂n[gab]− 2gc(bCna)c + 2kab = 0, (9a)
kab := nαEa[e
α
b ] + nγe
α
a e
β
b Γ
γ
αβ = −eβbEa[nβ ]− nγeαbeµaΓαγµ, (9b)
which may be shown to be a hypersurface tensor under frame rotations. Note that this struc-
ture is identical to what appears when introducing a surface adapted basis [11], and as in
that reference, we will use the minimal number of defined quantities aa, kab, Γ
a
bc, and Cna
b
throughout.
We will also require some of the projected components of the spacetime Riemann tensor
defined in general by RABCD = EC [Γ
A
DB ]−ED[ΓACB] +ΓEDBΓACE −ΓECBΓADE −CCDEΓAEB. The
components with one normal projection are related by Rbcan = −gbdRnadc, where Rabcn :=
e
a
µe
α
b e
β
c n
γRµαβγ and R
n
abc := e
γ
ae
α
b e
β
c nµR
µ
γαβ = ∇b[k]ca −∇c[k]ba, in particular implying that
Rabcn =−∇c[k]ab − kab ac − kac ab + kcbaa + Ec[Cnba] + Cnbaac
− ∂n[Γacb] + CnbeΓace − CneaΓecb + CnceΓaeb
=∇c[k]ba − gbd∇d[k]ca.
(10)
The intrinsic Riemannian curvature of Σ defined in terms of the intrinsic connection com-
ponents Γabc will be denoted
ΣRabcd, and should not be confused with the spatially projected
components of the spacetime Riemann tensor Rabcd := e
a
αe
β
b e
µ
c e
ν
dR
α
βµν .
Note that the results of this work do not require that one consider a metric compatible
theory nor even a metric theory. The reason is that for any such theory, one is still required
to define a normal vector in order to pass to the Hamiltonian formalism. This definition
requires a symmetric tensor that plays the role of a metric in (4), and therefore also defines
the Riemannian geometry described in this section; it is this metric that will therefore appear
in the constraint algebra. Note also that this construction will not tell one anything about the
consistency of the Cauchy problem (as may be seen by the fact that the original investigations
of the algebra from this point of view consider both Lorentzian and Riemannian signatures for
the spacetime metric), merely whether the dynamics are consistent with the geometry.
2. The Principle of Path Independence
The ‘principle of path independence’ expresses the conviction that a physical system set
up on an initial Cauchy surface Σi should evolve to a unique state on a later hypersurface
Σf regardless of how one looks at the evolution in-between [21, 10]. In order to examine the
consequences of this principle, note that the lapse function and shift vector NA := (N,Ni)
(as defined through the family of embeddings by (5) or as metric components in the usual
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GR definition [2]) are geometrical objects that encode the direction in which the surface is
evolving in spacetime, or, equivalently, how the surface coordinate labels are evolving with
time. If we consider infinitesimal evolution from Σi along N
A
1 followed by evolution along N
A
2 ,
the resulting hypersurface Σf = Σ12 is in general a different hypersurface than Σ21 which
results from evolution along NA2 followed by N
A
1 . The deformation vector N
A that evolves Σ21
to Σf will be related to N
A
1 and N
A
2 in general through the structure functions κ
A
BC defined
by [21]
N
A(x) =
∫
Σ
dy1
∫
Σ
dy2 κ
A
BC(x; y1, y2)N
B
1 (y1)N
C
2 (y2). (11)
Here we assume for simplicity that Σ21 is completely to the past of Σf so that we may consider
further evolution from Σ21 to Σf . As we shall see, the structure functions κ
A
BC are determined
completely from the hypersurface geometry alone (i.e., they are intrinsic) and are the same
structure functions that appear in the constraint algebra (as we will discuss in the following
paragraphs). It is the computation of these structure functions which makes up the bulk of
the original coordinate frame work [21] as well as the present manuscript.
Translating the principle of path independence to a Hamiltonian system is a fairly straight-
forward procedure; we merely consider the evolution of initial data on Σi to data on Σf along
the same two paths considered above. The real content of the argument rests in recognising
the fact that the general form of the Hamiltonian for a diffeomorphism invariant system may
be put into a very specific form. We will begin by reviewing the coordinate frame argument
of [21, 10], and afterwards see that the generalisation to an arbitrary choice of linear frame is
farily straightforward.
It is by now well-known that the lapse function and shift vector will appear undifferenti-
ated in the action for any covarinatly constructed Lagrangian. That this is so follows from
the fact that a covariant action allows the use of any family of embeddings that cover M,
and therefore the local parameterisation of the family (the lapse and shift) should be freely
specifiable. Therefore considering the case of gravitational theories for which the fields that
describe the intrinsic geometry appear in phase space as canonical coordinates, treating N and
N
i as Lagrange multipliers the Hamiltonain may be written in the form H =
∫
Σ dx(NH+NiHi)
(modulo surface terms which will be systematically ignored throughout this work), immedi-
ately resulting in the Diffeomorphism constraints H ≈ Hi ≈ 0. Although we will consider this
case exclusively, it is not difficult to extend the results to parameterised field theories propa-
gating on a fixed spacetime background where where H and Hi are the energy and momentum
respectively of the field, as well as to unparameterised fields where there is a slight change in
the ensuing constraint algebra [10].
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The evolution of a scalar functional F on phase space as it evolves from an initial hyper-
surface to a final one related to it via the infinitesimal deformation given by the parameters
N
A := (N,Ni) is determined by
δF = F˙ = {F,H} =
∫
Σ
dx {F,NAHA}, (12)
where the standard Poisson brackets [9] have been assumed. Using the path independence
argument, the change in F as the system evolves from Σ21 to Σf is given by
FΣ12 − FΣ21 =
∫
Σ
dx {F,NAHA}
=−
∫
Σ
dy1
∫
Σ
dy2
{
F, {NA1 (y1)HA(y1),NA2 (y2)HA(y2)}
}
,
(13)
the first of which is the direct evolution using NA as defined by (11), and the latter is the
difference as given by the evolution along the alternating paths (the Jacobi identity has been
used to write it in this form).
Inserting the structure functions (11) and noting that the lapse and shift may be pulleld
through the Poisson brackets (we are assuming that the diffeomorphism constraints are satis-
fied), we find the condition
{
F, {HB(y1),HB(y2)}+
∫
Σ
dxκABC (x; y1, y2)HA(x)
}
= 0. (14)
Removing the functional F from this condition is straightforward [21]. If the argument of the
overall Poisson bracket ({F, ·}) depends in a nontrivial way on canonical variables, then F may
be chosen as a functional that is conjugate to it, and (14) would not be satisfied. Therefore
the argument must be a constant on phase space, and since the diffeomorphism constraints are
satisfied, this constant factor must be identically zero, resulting in the condition
{HB(y1),HB(y2)} = −
∫
Σ
dxκABC (x; y1, y2)HA(x), (15)
which is the relation between dynamics and geometry that we have been seeking.
For the more general case at hand, this argument is actually extended in a very straightfor-
ward manner. Since we have introduced an arbitrary frame on Σ, the Lagrangian will posess
a GL(n,R) symmetry in addition to diffeomorphism invariance. Using the argument in [6] we
know that variations with respect to the spatial vielbeins Ei
a are not independent of those with
respect to the surface metric gab, and therefore when passing to the Hamiltonian formalism
there will be n2 constraints that must be imposed via Lagrange multipliers Nab (which may be
chosen to be the time component of the Ricci coefficient in tetrad gravity [3]). Since the lapse
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and shift play exactly the same role as they did previoulsy, the Hamiltonian takes the form
H =
∫
Σ
dx(NH + NaHa + NabJ ba ), (16)
and since by construction we have that J ab ≈ 0, the argument therefore proceeds exactly as
before, with now Na := (N,Na,Nab ).
The decomposition (16) of the constraints is far from unique, however there is at least a
natural identification of J ab with the generators of gl(n,R). Here we will assume throughout
that J ab are the phase space representation of the Lie algebra of frame transformations in ∆ab
as described in (1). In fact, just as the coordinate frame surface diffeomorphism generators Hi
may be deduced purely from the fields in question [11], it is also always possible to construct
the generators J ab purely from the chosen parameterisation of phase space. The argument is
a straightforward extension of the following example.
Since we are dealing with a general linear frame on Σ there are two densities to take into
account:
√−g as well as E := det(Eia). If we have chosen the lapse function and shift vector
to be of weight zero (i.e., an ordinary scalar and vector respectively) then all of the constraints
must be of weight one in each, in particular J ab := E
√−gJab for Jab an ordinary tensor. Consider
the simple case of a hypersurface vector field Qa := √−gQa and its conjugate Pa := EPa that
appear as coordinates in phase space. It is straightforward to see that J ab = QaPb + δabQcPc
properly generates frame rotations on the (Qa,Pa) sector of phase space (note that effect of
a frame rotation on the densities is nontrivial) without affecting any other canonical variable.
(In fact, the action of J ab is only identical to that of ∆ab up to a sign, since ∆ab acts from the
left and J ab acts from the right via the Poisson bracket; see the comments following (21).) This
is easily generalised to vectors of arbitrary weight by adjusting the coefficient of trace term,
and higher-order tensors by considering the possible (1, 1) tensors built from contractions of
the coordinate with the momenta.
That one may do this is important since it guarantees that the chosen form of J ab will satisfy
the Lie algebra (2) of gl(n,R) strongly (i.e., on all of phase space), and J ab ≈ 0 are therefore
first class constraints, closing separately from the diffeomorphism constraints. In contrast,
we will not assume any particular form or action the diffeomorphism generators (which may
clearly mix linearlly with the frame rotation generators as, for example H˜ = H + κJ aa and
H˜a = Ha + λ∇b[J ]ba). In particular, we will consider the following two cases: The first where
Ha acts on the components of tensors as a Lie derivative without affecting the vielbeins at
all (as in the standard coordinate frame approach), and the second where Ha acts on the
components of tensors to give a covariant derivative (and therefore the action on the surface
metric vanishes using metric compatibility) while at the same time producing a rotation of the
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spatial vielbeins. (In this case there is also a mixing of H with J ab in order to guarantee that
the form of the spatial metric is not affected by the action of H.)
3. The Hypersurface Deformation Algebras
As mentioned in the previous section, we will be considering the deformation generators in
order to compute the structure functions κABC . These generators are defined by [10]
δαx := δ/δe
α(x), δnx := n
α(x)δαx, δax := e
α
a (x)δαx, (17)
and generate deformations of the image of Σ in M. This may be seen by considering a
deformation of Σ that is represented by an infinitessimal change in the embedding as e→ e+δe.
A functional of the embedding will then change by F [e]→ F [e+δe] = F [e]+V αδαx[F ]|e, where
V α represents the vector along which the surface is deformed. This is, of course, the basis for
the geometry of hyperspace considered extensively by Kuchar, and to quote [12]: “A reader
perverse enough to ask for more details i[s] referred to [15, 16]”. In particular, if we deform
Σ along a chosen family of embeddings represented locally by N and Na, then the (coordinate
frame) deformation operator
∫
Σ dx
(
N(x)δnx +N
i(x)δix
)
will be identical to the time derivative
operator ∂t on all tensors, consistent with the fact that N and N
i are the normal an tangential
projections respectively of ∂t ∈ TtR.
Here we will actually have to deal with generalisations of the time derivative operator since
the components of any tensor are defined with respect to a spatial frame, and there is a
difference between the partial derivative of the components of a tensor and the partial derivative
of a tensor expanded in the local frame. Hence we will identify two such oparators, on of which
is the partial derivative operator that acts on tensor components as ∂t : T
ab···
mn··· → ∂t[T ab···mn···],
and the other is the total derivative operator that acts as dt : T
ab···
mn··· → θa ⊗ θb · · ·Em ⊗
En · · · ∂t[T ab···mn···Ea′ ⊗ Eb′ · · · θm
′ ⊗ θn′ · · · ] (i.e., that takes into account the evolution of the
frame as well). Clearly these operators are identical when operating on scalars and the tensors
themselves (not just the components) and are related, for example on a covector field by
dt[Va] =
[
∂t[Vbθ
b]
]
[Ea] = ∂t[Va]− ∂t[Eai]EibVb. (18)
The linear frame generalization of the variation of e∗ and n
α given in [21, 10] may be easily
computed from (3), yielding
δαx[e
β
b (y)] = δ
β
αEby[δ(y, x)] + e
β
a(y)δαx[Eb
i(y)]Ei
a(y) (19)
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for the embedding, and from the variation of (4)
δnx[n
µ(y)] =∂n[n
µ(y)]δ(y, x) − eµb(y)(Eby[δ(y, x)] − ab(y)δ(y, x)), (20a)
δax[n
µ(y)] =Eay[n
µ(y)]δ(y, x), (20b)
where δ(x, y) is defined as a scalar at x and a density at y. These tell us how the pullback
and normal change as the surface is deformed and depend in general on the chosen family of
embeddings via the presence of N in (20a).
We begin by choosing the frame on Σ such that it is completely decoupled from the em-
bedding and geometric structure of M (i.e., δαx[Ea
i(y)] = 0). This does not mean that the
vierbein is in any way trivial, just that it is chosen without reference to the embedding; we will
come back to this later on in this section. Using (19) and (20), and the fact that the coordinate
frame deformation vectors commute [δαx, δβy] = 0, we calculate the generalized commutator
algebra
[δnx, δny ] = g
ab(x)Eax[δ(x, y)]δbx − gab(y)Eay [δ(y, x)]δby , (21a)
[δax, δny ] = −Eax[δ(x, y)]δnx, (21b)
[δax, δby ] = Eby[δ(y, x)]δay − Eax[δ(x, y)]δbx − Cabc(y)δ(y, x)δcy . (21c)
Due to the scalar and vector quality of δnx and δax one finds
[∆aby, δnx] = 0, [∆
a
bx, δcy] = −δac δ(y, x)δby , (21d)
and (21) combined with (2) complete the commutation algebra of the set (δn, δa,∆
a
b ) of surface
deformations and frame rotations. (In deriving these, the general rule
f(x)∂yi∂yj · · · [δ(y, x)] = ∂yi∂yj · · · [f(y)δ(y, x)], (22)
is useful, as is the variation of the spacetime point with respect to the embedding, as in the
case of a scalar δαx
[
f [e(y)]
]
= ∂α[f ]|e(y)δ(y, x).)
There are two ways to see that the structure functions in (21) are identical to those ap-
pearing in (15). The most straightforward is to note that one would expect the generators of
hypersurface deformations to have an equivalent action as the generators of dynamical evolu-
tion (and frame rotation) as given by the Hamiltonian system. This is in fact the case, and
was used in [10] in an identical manner to derive the constraint algebra in a coordinate frame.
Therefore we may relate the operators δ[·] directly to {·,H}, and merely replace the operators
(δn, δa,∆
a
b ) in (2) and (21) with (H,Ha,J ab ) (up to a sign since the former act from the left
and the latter act from the right [10].) The result of this is that the structure constants κABC
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may be read off of (21) directly, and in the coordinate frame limit (Ea
i(x) = δia) agrees with
previous results [21, 15]. Alternatively one may construct (11) directly, which results from
smearing (21) with NA1 (x) and N
A
2 (y). That N
A
1,2(x) should occur outside the commutators is
due to the fact that by assumption they represent families of embeddings with respect to any
hypersurface, that is, the components NA1,2(x) are taken to be the the same on any hypersurface.
That the structure functions should be determined by geometry alone is merely a reflection
of the fact that the setting itself is purely geometrical; we have not commited ourselves to a
particular dynamical model, we have stated that it should be true regardless of the model in
question, and in fact the method that we will employ here in order to compute these structure
functions will reflect this. The original derivation of Teitelboim [21] consisted of a direct
computation of NA from NA1,2 via Taylor expansion, however instead we will follow the more
geometric and systematic procedure of [10] whereby we consider the action of the generators of
surface deformations directly. Thus the construction is far more powerful since the structure
functions may be related to any tensor, and we end up with generators that in fact represent
the geometrical content of any (covariant) dynamical system represented by a Hamiltonain.
When transferred to the constraints this algebra may be related to the Bianchi identities;
if the evolution equations are all satisfied, what remains are the evolution equations for the
constraints [1], and H˙ and H˙a are just combinations of (21). This is made more explicit
in [5], where the algebra appears as evolution equations for the constraints on the space of
gravitational degrees of freedom that satisfy the evolution equations but not (necessarily) the
constraints. This is sensible since both are consequences of diffeomorphism invariance, and
thus the constraint algebra may be considered to be the Hamiltonian form of the Bianchi
identities.
The commutator algebra (21) and (2) may also be determined explicitly from the action
of the generators on various objects. By assumption, the variations do not affect the frames
themselves (δαx[Ea
i] = 0), and their action on tensors above M that have been pulled-back
to tensors above Σ may be determined from the explicit form of the pull-back (i.e., from
Va = e
α
aVα). The action of the perpendicular generator is perhaps slightly more complicated
than would be expected, yielding for example on a covector
δnx[Va(y)] = ∂ny[Va(y)]δ(y, x) − Cnab(y)Vb(y)δ(y, x) + Vn(y)
(
Eay[δ(y, x)] − aa(y)δ(y, x)
)
,
(23)
which mixes the spatial and perpendicular projections of tensors. However, if one smears
this with respect to the lapse function N, one finds the familiar result
∫
Σ dxN(x)δnx[Va(y)] =
N(y)
(
∂ny[Va(y)]−Cnab(y)Vb(y)
)
, which is the surface-covariant normal derivative operator [11].
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One can explicitly show that the operator δnx does not change the Σ tensor character of objects
(i.e., it is a scalar operator, for example if Va → |M−1|baVb, then δnx[Va]→ |M−1|baδnx[Vb]) which
results in (21b). The tangential generators δax act as, for example
δax[Vb(y)] = Eay[Vb(y)]δ(y, x) + Eby[δ(y, x)]Va(y)− Cabc(y)Vc(y)δ(y, x), (24)
which, when contracted with a vector field and integrated over Σ, yields the Lie derivative
defined on Σ (e.g.,
∫
Σ dxM
a(x)δax[Vb(y)] = £ ~M [V ]b(y)). Therefore δax is said to generate
infinitesimal diffeomorphisms, and the algebra (21c) is that of LDiffΣ. The form of the com-
mutators (21b) and (21c) may be derived by taking into account the fact that δnx and δax are
vector and scalar density operators of weight one respectively. With this choice of generators,
we naturally find the partial time derivative operator ∂t =
∫
Σ dx
(
N(x)δnx + N
a(x)δax
)
.
The set of generators considered thus far (δnx, δax and ∆
a
bx) is convenient for considering
frames that have been fixed independently of the foliation, however not for considering the
opposite case, namely, where the spatial metric has a fixed form. Explicitly, the action of the
generators on the components of the spatial metric is
δnx[gab(y)] =∂ny[gab(y)]δ(y, x) −Cnac(y)gcb(y)δ(y, x) −Cnbc(y)gac(y)δ(y, x), (25a)
δax[gbc(y)] =Eay[gbc(y)]δ(y, x) + Eby[δ(y, x)]gac(y) + Ecy[δ(y, x)]gba(y)
− Cabd(y)gdc(y)δ(y, x) − Cacd(y)gbd(y)δ(y, x), (25b)
in neither case preserving its form. This means that if we wanted to specialise to an orthonormal
frame on Σ by taking gab = −δab, the action of the deformation generators (and therefore also
the related constraints) would not respect this.
In order to deal with this case (which is what is considered in [7, 3]) we will define the
following generators which mix the hypersurface deformation generators with the generators
of frame rotations:
δ′nx := δnx −∆x, δ+ax := δax −∆+ax, δ′ax := δax −∆ax, (26a)
where
∆x := k
a
b (x)∆
b
ax, (26b)
and the action of the ∆ax and ∆
+
ax is defined to be∫
Σ
dx fa(x)∆ax =−
∫
Σ
dx∇b[f ]a(x)∆bax, (26c)
∫
Σ
dx fa(x)∆+ax =−
∫
Σ
dx gac(x)∇(b[f ]c)(x)∆bax. (26d)
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(Note that ∆+ax is the contribution to ∆ax from the symmetric generators ∆
(ab)
x where ∆abx :=
gac(x)∆bcx. Symmetrization and antisymmetrization on a pair of indices is indicated by ( ) and
[ ] respectively e.g., T[ab] :=
1
2(Tab − Tba).)
In order to compute the algebra based on the set of generators (δ′n, δ
′
a,∆
a
b ) or (δ
′
n, δ
+
a ,∆
a
b ),
we will need to generate some intermediate results. In particular, kab and Γ
a
bc appear in (26)
although as it turns out, we will only need to compute their normal variations. That this
compution is nontrivial follows from the fact that, unlike most of the tensors over Σ that we
have been considering, kab and Γ
a
bc are not merely surface projections of spacetime tensors.
Nevertheless, the dependence on the embedding is given explicitly by the spacetime definitions
given in (9) and (8) respectively. The required results are:
δnx[kab(y)] =∂n[kab(y)]δ(y, x) − kac(y)Cnbc(y)δ(y, x) − kbc(y)Cnac(y)δ(y, x) (27a)
−∇a[a]b(y)δ(y, x) − aa(y)ab(y)δ(y, x) + Eay
[
Eby[δ(y, x)]
] − Γcab(y)Ecy[δ(y, x)],
δnx[Γ
a
bc(y)] =− ΣRabcn(y)δ(y, x) −∇b[k]ac (y)δ(y, x)
− kab (y)Ecy[δ(y, x)] − kac (y)Eby[δ(y, x)] + kbc(y)gad(y)Edy[δ(y, x)]. (27b)
From the scalar and vector nature of ∆x and ∆ax respectively, it is easy to compute
[∆x,∆y] = 0, [∆
b
ax,∆y] = 0, [∆
a
bx,∆cy] = −δac δ(y, x)∆by , (28a)
and using (27), the remaining commutators that are necessary to compute the algebra are
given by
[∆ax,∆y] =k
b
a(y)δ(y, x)∆by
+
(
δdaEcy[δ(y, x)] + Γ
d
ca(y)δ(y, x)
)
kbd(y)∆
c
by
− (δbaEdy[δ(y, x)] + Γbda(y)δ(y, x))kdc (y)∆cby, (28b)
[δnx,∆y] =
(
∂n[k
a
b (y)]δ(y, x) + Cnd
a(y)kdb (y)δ(y, x) − Cnbd(y)kad(y)δ(y, x)
)
∆bay
− gac(y)(∇b[a]c(y) + ab(y)ac(y))δ(y, x)∆bay
+ gac(y)
(
Eby
[
Ecy[δ(y, x)]
] − Γdbc(y)Edy[δ(y, x)])∆bay, (28c)
[δnx,∆ay ] =
(
Rbcan(y)δ(y, x) +∇c[k]ba(y)δ(y, x)
)
∆cby
+
(
kbc(y)Eay [δ(y, x)] + k
b
a(y)Ecy[δ(y, x)] − kac(y)gbd(y)Edy [δ(y, x)]
)
∆cby, (28d)
[δax,∆y] =k
b
a(y)δ(y, x)δby +∇a[k]bc(y)δ(y, x)∆cby
+
(
δdaEcy[δ(y, x)] + Γ
d
ca(y)δ(y, x)
)
kbd(y)∆
c
by
− (δbaEdy[δ(y, x)] + Γbda(y)δ(y, x))kdc (y)∆cby. (28e)
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Using these results, we find the commutator algebra of the set (δ′nx, δ
′
ax, ∆
a
bx) to be given
by (2) and
[δ′nx, δ
′
ny] =g
ab(x)Eax[δ(x, y)]δ
+
bx − gab(y)Eay[δ(y, x)]δ+by , (29a)
[δ′ax, δ
′
ny] =− Eax[δ(x, y)]δ′nx − kba(y)δ(y, x)δ′by
+Rbcan(y)δ(y, x)∆
c
by + 2ka[b(x)Ec]x[δ(x, y)]∆
bc
x , (29b)
[δ′ax, δ
′
by] =
ΣRcdab(y)δ(y, x)∆
d
cy , (29c)
[∆aby, δ
′
nx] =0, [∆
a
bx, δ
′
cy] = −δac δ(y, x)δ′by , (29d)
where these new generators act on tensors to give, for example
δ′nx[Va(y)] =∂ny [Va(y)]δ(y, x) − Cnab(y)Vb(y)δ(y, x) + kba(y)Vb(y)δ(y, x)
+ Vn(y)
(
Eay[δ(y, x)] − aa(y)δ(y, x)
)
, (30a)
δ′ax[Vb(y)] =∇a[V ]b(y)δ(y, x), (30b)
and rotates the vielbeins through
δ′nx[Eb
j(y)] =kab (y)Ea
j(y)δ(y, x), (31a)
δ′ax[Eb
j(y)] =− (δcaEby[δ(y, x)] + Γcba(y)δ(y, x))Ecj(y). (31b)
The commutator (29c) was derived by noting that δ′a acts on tensors as a covariant deriva-
tive, the commutator of which results in the curvature operator; this is why only the normal
variations of kab and Γ
a
bc were required.
In contrast to the unprimed generators, the action of this new set of generators on the
components of the spatial metric is
δ′nx[gab(y)] =∂ny[gab(y)]δ(y, x) − Cnac(y)gcb(y)δ(y, x) − Cnbc(y)gac(y)δ(y, x)
+ kca(y)gcb(y)δ(y, x) + k
c
b(y)gac(y)δ(y, x), (32a)
δ′ax[gbc(y)] =∇a[g]bc(y)δ(y, x), (32b)
both of which vanish due to (9) and the spatial metric compatibility conditions respectively.
It is this set of deformation generators that represent the total time derivative operator
dt =
∫
Σ dx
(
N(x)δ′nx + N
a(x)δ′ax
)
and correspond to the mixing of the original diffeomorphism
constraints by
H′ := H− kabJ ba , H′a := H−∇bJ ba . (33)
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Due to (32), these constraints will not alter the form of the spatial metric, and the reduction
to orthonormal frames on Σ is a simple matter of choosing gab = −δab and restricting ∆ab (or
J ab ) to correspond to generators of so(n).
Furthermore, defining the coordinate components δ′ix := Ei
a(x)δ′ax and using (31), the
constraint algebra related to the coordinate generators (δ′n, δ
′
i,∆
a
b ) is identically the time gauge
result given in [3]:
[δ′nx, δ
′
ny] =g
ij(x)∂xi [δ(x, y)]δ
+
jx − gij(y)∂yi [δ(y, x)]δ+jy , (34a)
[δ′ix, δ
′
ny] =− ∂xi [δ(x, y)]δ′nx +Rbcin(y)δ(y, x)∆cby + 2Eia(x)ka[b(x)Ec]x[δ(x, y)]∆bcx , (34b)
[δ′ix, δ
′
jy] =∂yj [δ(y, x)]δ
′
iy − ∂xi [δ(x, y)]δ′jx + ΣRcdij(y)δ(y, x)∆dcy , (34c)
[∆aby, δnx] =0, [∆
a
bx, δiy] = 0. (34d)
If one were to consider instead the set (δ′nx, δ
+
ax, ∆
a
bx), then (29b) and (29c) would be replaced
by the following:
∫
Σ
dx dy Aa(x)B(y)[δ+ax, δ
′
ny ] =
∫
Σ
dx
(−Aa∇a[B]δ′nx −BAakbaδ+bx
+ 2Aakab∇c[B]∆[bc]x + 2Bkca∇[c[A]b]∆[ab]x
)
, (35a)∫
Σ
dx dy Aa(x)Bb(y)[δ+ax, δ
+
by ] =
∫
Σ
dx gab
(
Bc∇[c[A]b] +Ac∇[c[B]b]
)
δ+ax
− 2
∫
Σ
dx gcd∇(a[A]c)∇(b[B]d)∆[ab]x , (35b)
which have been smeared over an appropriate choice of tensor field for ease of display. The
coordinate components related to (35) correspond to the those initially derived in [3, Equation
(2.6)], before the additional frame rotation has been performed.
Instead of requiring that the frame be completely independent of the embedding, it may be
constrained so that the action of the deformation generators on the components of the spatial
metric is trivial: δαx[gab(y)] = 0, yielding the condition
δαx[E(a
i(y)]Eib)(y) = −12δαx[gµν(y)]eµa(y)eνb (y)− eα(a(y)Eb)y [δ(y, x)]. (36)
Choosing the vielbein to satisfy
δnx[Ea
i(y)]Ei
b(y) =kba(y)δ(y, x), (37a)
δax[Eb
i(y)]Ei
c(y) =− (δcaEby[δ(y, x)] + Γcba(y)δ(y, x)), (37b)
we find that the derived generators and algebra are equivalent to that of (δ′nx, δ
′
ax,∆
a
bx) consid-
ered above, and removing the antisymmetric part of the right hand side of (37b), one recovers
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the generator δ+ax. Thus we have two ultimately identical ways of approaching the problem; the
first by looking for an equivalent form of the generators that preserve the form of the spatial
metric, and the second is to constrain the vierbein so that the same condition holds.
Clearly there are other representations of the constraint algebra that correspond to different
ways of mixing the diffeomorphism constraints with the generators of frame rotations, however
the two cases that we have dealt with here have the most direct physical interpretation. Note
that it is also possible to determine how the algebra is altered by a (partial) fixing of the
remaining SO(n) invariance. This would show up in an additional condition on the frame that
would have to be maintained under the action of the generators, leading to further alterations
of the constraint algebra.
Conclusions
What we have developed herein is, in fact, a general formalism for determining how a choice
of frame affects the diffeomorphism constraint algebra of a theory. The two important limits,
namely, that of coordinate frame diffeomorphism generators and that of orthonormal frame
generators, are reached through a mixing of the diffeomorphism constraints with the generators
of the generalised frame rotations. In both of these limits, the standard results (of [21] and [3]
respectively) are recovered, however since the analysis has not been restricted to a particular
model, represents the generalisation of the latter results to the algebra of any covariant model
written in a tetrad frame.
The conclusion drawn from these results is that the diffeomorphism constraint algebra is
purely a geometrical relation in any frame. Once one has chosen the coordinate system and
frames of reference in which a particular system is to be described, the constraint algebra
of the generators of the diffeomorphism algebra is fixed independently of the model. In any
consistent quantisation of the model, the operators that play the role of these generators
must faithfully represent the algebra on the Hilbert space in question. Since classical (and
presumably quantum) General Relativity should relate observations made in different frames
of reference, one would like any potential quantisation (of General Relativity or of quantum
fields on a curved background) to reproduce this algebra not just in a particular choice of
frame, but for any choice of frame.
It is also interesting to note that any covariant combination of the generators has vanishing
commutator with itself providing there is no dependence on the embedding other than that
due to the spacetime point. In particular, taking δV := V
αδα (for some future pointing vector
field V α, guaranteeing that δV generates deformations of the embedded surface forwards with
respect to the foliation), one finds that [δV x, δV y] = 0 and the rest of the algebra in (21) remains
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the same. The resulting algebra does not depend on canonical coordinates and is therefore a
true Lie algebra. Another special case of this which is more relevant to the case of vacuum
general relativity is the combination δg := g
αβδαδβ = δ
2
n + g
abδaδb recently discussed in [17].
It would be interesting to determine whether the more general combinations discussed in [18]
could also be considered as covariant combinations of the coordinate frame constraints, and
indeed, what the action of the resulting generators would be.
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